
Tunica*

The Tunica were first encountered by the French at the end of the 17th century

on the lower Yazoo River 20 miles from its mouth, near present Vicksburg,

Mississippi. In the late 18th or early 19th century they dispersed, most remnants of

the group moving to near present Marksville, Louisiana. The language was spoken

into the mid-20th century by Sesostrie Youchigant, who was born in 1870.

Tunica is not closely related to any other language. A remote relationship has been

hypothesized linking Tunica with Atakapa, Chitimacha, Natchez, and the Muskogean

languages, a group referred to as the Gulf languages (Swanton 1919, Haas 1948b,

1951, 1952, 1958b, 1960).

Surveys of sources on Tunica are in Haas 1973a, 1979a, and Crawford 1975.

Booker 1991a provides a detailed annotated bibliography. Documentation of the

language comes from only three fieldworkers. Gatschet collected vocabulary and texts

in 1886, some of which served as a basis for a discussion of masculine and feminine

gender (1889). Swanton used the Gatschet material and more that he collected in

1907, 1908, and 1910, for a comparison of Tunica with Atakapa and Chitimacha

(1919) and a grammatical sketch (1921). Haas worked with the last fluent speaker

between 1933 and 1939, producing extensive documentation of the language: a full

grammar based on textual material (1941d), grammatical sketch (1946b), text

collection (1950b), and dictionary of forms from all sources (1953). Additional

published work includes descriptions of French loanwords (Haas 1947b) and the

auxiliary system (Haas 1977c). Forms cited here are from Haas 1941d.

Tunica consonants include stops/?, t, c, k, ?; fricatives s, s, h; nasals m, n; liquids /,

r, and glides w, y. The r is unusual in the area. In addition, b, d, g, and / appear in

loans. Vowels are i, e, e, a, o, o, and u. Haas reports that due to 'sweeping external

sandhi phenomena, the smallest phonetic group of Tunica is the phrase' (1941d: 13).

She describes internal and external contraction patterns and the various melodic

contours of phrases. Words in phrase-final position have special 'pause' forms and

melodies: ta'rustaku (medial) vs ta'rustaku (pause) 'Rabbit'; ka'ta vs ka'tan

'where'; ri vs ri'?in 'house*. Their grammatical relevance is discussed in Trager 1941.

Noun stems may be simple roots {rusta 'rabbit'), compound (?6ni+rowa 'person +

white' = ?6nrowa 'white person'), or derived. Derivational affixes include an

augmentative (rusta-Pe 'rabbit-AUGMENTATivE' = 'sheep'), diminutive (kuwa-tohku

'duck-piMiNinwE' = 'bird'), and agentive nominalizer (td-hdra
'agentive.nominalizer

-

sing' = 'singer'). Some verbs and adjectives are used as noun stems with no change

in shape (hdra 'sing' = 'song'; nisara 'young' = 'young person').

Nouns may appear alone (rusta 'a rabbit; rabbits'), with an articular prefix

'the/some' (td-coha-ku 'the-chief-MAscuLiNE.sG'), or a possessive prefix (?i~esi-ku 'say-
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father-MAScuLINE.sG
, = ?esiku 'my father'). There are two sets of possessive prefixes,

one used with inalienable possessions such as kinsmen, body parts, and some others

like 'breechcloth', 'clothing', and 'name', the other with alienable possessions (Hhk-

?6ni-seman 'my-person-MAscuLiNE.PL' = 'my. people'). First, second, and third person

possessors are distinguished. In both second and third persons, masculine and

feminine gender are distinguished. Singular and plural are distinguished throughout,

with separate dual and plural forms for third person masculine possessors.

As can be seen from the above examples, nouns with an article or possessive prefix

appear with a suffix marking the gender and number of the referent: masculine

singular, masculine dual, masculine plural, feminine singular, or feminine dual-plural.

All entities, animate and inanimate, are assigned gender. There are also three

locative suffixes: ^u-ri-s 'his-house-at' = 'at his house'; td-sapvara-sjihk 'the-v/est-tQ'

= 'to. the west'; td-hal-tan 'the-ground-onto ' ='onto the ground'. The gender-number

suffixes do not appear with the locatives.

Verb stems may be simple {lota-m 'he ran'), compound (hdra-hipu-t ihc 'when she

sang and danced' from hdra 'sing' and hipu 'dance'), or derived. Suffixes add mean-
ings like 'constantly' (?amekatahk>u?uandni 'they were constantly quarreling'), 'al-

ready' (ndhg&ak'eni 'she had already gone to bed'), 'about to' puhtdpilat ihc 'when
she was about to catch him'), purpose (?ukiwanydk?ahkini 'I have come to. stay').

On the basis of their inflectional patterns, Haas classifies verbs as active, static, or

auxiliaries. Active verbs contain a pronominal suffix referring to their agent: lota-m
<

run-3MAscuLINF.s^r.A^,FNT, = 'he ran'. If transitive, they also contain a pronominal
prefix referring to their patient: 2ihpek

f
>ontd = ^ihk-pek-^on-ta

'

lso.PATiENT-hit-

3mascutjne.pt .agfnt' = 'they hit me'. These patient prefixes match the alienable

possessive prefixes on nouns. Impersonal verbs contain a third person feminine
singular agent: sihtuna ydtlhc = sihtuna yd-ti-hc 'dark become-3FEMTNiNE.sG.AGFNT-
subordinate' = 'when it got dark'. Reciprocal action is also indicated with a prefix:

Zik?eh?unihki 'they kicked each other'.

Static verbs contain a pronominal prefix referring to their patient: d-yasi
'

3feminine.

5SxPAl!ENi-be.angry' = 'she is angry'. These patient prefixes match those used to
indicate inalienable possession. Static verbs denote emotional or physical states: 'be
'ashamed', 'afraid', 'happy', 'excited' 'hungry', 'intoxicated', 'cold', 'thirsty', 'tired', 'old'.

Auxiliaries generally show irregular forms. All but one of the auxiliaries also appear
as full verbs, with meanings 'be, exist, live', 'lie', 'sit', 'live/camp/remain', 'come', 'go',
cause', and 'live'. As auxiliaries they bear inflection and may add meaning. The
auxiliary 'lie', for example, adds durative meaning (lota-hk-?urana =dni 'run-HABrruAL-
frg*3MAscuT,TNF,.r)u sfmft fa rTTYE=hearsay' = lotahk?urandni 'they were running'.

Semelfactive, progressive, repetitive, and conditional are specified inflectionally.
location and direction can be shown by proclitics: ?unir ld=?uhp'ek?uhkeni 'he hit
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him in the teeth*. Negation is indicated by enclitics: ?fyd$?e?e = ?i-ydsi=?ah£

lscPATiENT-angry

=

negative 'I am njpi angry'. Other enclitics mark hearsay evidence,

questions, commands, and future subjunctive.

A sentence may consist of a single verb: pitahk?undni 'He was walking along, it is

said.' Constituent order is basically SOV, although there is considerable fluidity.

Clauses may be conjoined by intonation alone or by an enclitic on the first clause:

hdrati=man hip?okeni 'She sang and danced it is said/ Dependent clauses precede

matrix clauses and contain a subordinating enclitic: tiydnawi=hc
'when he spoke to

her\ Relative clauses are marked by a gender-number suffix on their predicate:

toniseman, tdheriPc kicun, ?iiJk?eraseman 'the people who were in the boat'

(t-vdni-sema'the-person-MAScuLiNE.PL
>

PukVcra-sema 'sit.3MAScuLiNE.PL-3MAScuuNE.pi ')

The associated noun sometimes appears with its own gender-number suffix, as here,

sometimes without.
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